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SUPPORT LOVED ONES BACK HOME WITH FOHMO.COM
Bushfallers are renowned for their loyalty and support of friends and family back home. They
send home a whopping 13 Million dollars to help loved ones every year. Now, a new service
from FOHMO.com makes it easier than ever for Bushfallers to show their generosity and send a
meaningful gift to loved ones. FOHMO lets anyone in the U.S., Canada, Europe and Asia to
quickly send mobile prepaid credit -- the fuel that runs mobile communications – to friends and
family in Cameroon.
FOHMO, pronounced ‘Forh mó,’ launched its SMS-based, Airtime credit service this summer (2007)
to rave reviews. The service lets Bushfallers send prepaid credit to the mobile phones of any
major carrier in Cameroon without phone cards, waiting on long lines or any hassle. It saves them
money when they want to send a little gift of prepaid credit for their mobile phones – known as
'Airtime'– to Cameroon.
Mobile phone prepaid credit is in huge demand in Cameroon, making it both a valuable and
thoughtful gift. Just a small amount of prepaid credit helps families stay connected and shows a
lot of love. With every credit sent, families in Cameroon get the support to access the key
communication tool they depend on – their mobile phone.
With over half a million Bushfallers around the word, there is great demand to stay connected
with far-away friends and family. FOHMO gives them unprecedented tools to send prepaid
credit quickly and affordably.
FOHMO is a UK-based business powered by 3KLAPS Business Solutions, a Business Solutions
Consultancy. CMO, Norman King, recently had this to say about the big launch, “FOHMO is
unique because you can send small amounts of credit directly to a friend or loved one’s phone.
We hate to see your money eaten by fees when you send help back home. So we came up with
an alternative method that’s low-cost and moves at the speed of text messaging.”
Norman has cause for excitement, “We put access to Airtime where people need it. We are
offering Bushfallers a powerful new way to support loved ones back home.” Discover how
FOHMO puts credit on friends and family's phones in Cameroon and saves money.
FOHMO offers a free trial to anyone with a mobile phone, giving them up to 1000FRS CFA just
for trying the service. With no obligation or risk, it’s easy for anyone to give it a try. FOHMO
wants to help folks find the best way possible to stay connected with far-away friends and
family.
Visit FOHMO.com to learn more about sending prepaid mobile credit to Cameroon.

About FOHMO
FOHMO allows anybody with a valid Credit Card or Paypal account to send prepaid mobile
phone credit to friends and family overseas via the internet. It's a fast and easy tool to help
friends and family stay connected. Learn more at FOHMO.com
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